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Add: The Automated Database Design Tool

S. Berman
Department of Computer Science, University of Cape Town, South Africa

Abstract
An automated database design tool called ADD has been developed at the University of Cape Town. This system obtains a requirements specification from a user and from this generates a relation scheme and a CODASYL schema. This is intended to be a prototype database. The specification is submitted using SDM, the Semantic Database Model. Semantic information in this model is included in the schema as integrity constraints.

1. Introduction
Database design is a difficult task which continues to present problems to theoreticians and practitioners alike. Currently no universally-accepted database design methodology exists, and the greatest part of database research is directed towards solving this problem. Some useful results have begun to emerge, such as normal form theory for relational database design. In the realm of network databases, there are three aids: data models, prototype databases and automated design tools. The ADD system is a database design tool which incorporates all these three facilities. The ADD design methodology is based on the SDM data model, and involves automated conversion of such a model to a prototype network database. After discussing the reasons for developing ADD, the SDM model is briefly described. Thereafter, the user interface, relation scheme design and network synthesis algorithms are outlined. In conclusion, some of the results of implementing this system are presented.

2. Motivation
The difficulties experienced in database design arise through inadequacy on the part of both users and designers. Frequently the user does not fully understand his data, cannot describe it accurately and completely, and cannot distinguish irrelevancies. Furthermore, there is generally a communication gap between user and database designer, and hence the latter can misinterpret the requirements. A data model facilitates recognising and understanding data relationships, and provides a fairly natural way of describing requirements in an unambiguous manner.

Even if the specification is correct and complete, database design is still a difficult task, because there are so many options facing the designer when deciding both logical and physical structure. Poor designs result if the structure is arrived at by considering attribute descriptions. Each attribute must have a valueclass specified and must be designated either "member" or "class". A member attribute is applicable to individual entities. A class represents an entity type; that is, an object of interest in the environment. Its attributes are the properties that such entities possess.

Every attribute has an associated valueclass. This specifies what type of value(s) it assumes, and can either be STRINGS, i.e. printable values, or some SDM class. For example, SHIPS attribute Type would have a valueclass STRINGS, e.g. 'merchant' or 'fishing', Captain would have valueclass OFFICERS, where OFFICERS is some class in the model. From this it can be seen that entities represent themselves, they are not represented by means of keys as in the relational model and others. This simplifies the model and makes it easier for non-DP persons to understand.

Relationships between entities can be represented either as classes, or as properties of the objects involved. For example, the relationship between a ship and an officer can be a class ASSIGNMENTS with attributes Ship-Assigned and Officer-Assigned. Alternatively, the class SHIP can have attribute Captain (valueclass OFFICERS) and/or the class OFFICERS can have attribute Ship-On (valueclass SHIPS). When a relationship is represented as a class, attributes of the relationship can be specified (example Assignment-Date).

The concept of generalisation or subtyping is incorporated. A subclass of C defines a subtype or "special" type of C. As an example, TANKERS is a subclass of SHIPS. A subclass definition includes a condition which objects of the superclass must satisfy in order to belong to that subclass. Subclasses inherit all attributes of their superclass in addition to their own attributes. Subclasses of STRINGS, which is "system-defined", can be given to describe permissible values for attributes. This enables INTEGERS, DATES, PERSON-NAMES, etc. to be distinguished from arbitrary character strings.

Grouping classes are used to describe classes comprising groups of like entities. CONVOYS would be a grouping of SHIPS. Each member of CONVOYS consists of not one but several SHIPS entities. The definition of a grouping class can stipulate how the groups are to be formed. Thus grouping class SHIPTYPE-GROUPS can be specified as a "Grouping of SHIPS on common value of Type". This causes all "fishing" vessels to constitute one grouping, etc. Classes which are neither subclasses nor groupings are called base. Each of these has one or more keys specified for it.

The semantic expressiveness of SDM can be seen when considering attribute descriptions. Each attribute must have a valueclass specified and must be designated either "member" or "class". A member attribute is applicable to individual entities in that class (e.g. Type, Size, Hullnumber); the class attributes describe the class as a whole (e.g. Number-of-Ships, Average-Ships-Size). Where applicable, attributes can be described by properties such as "multivalued" (for repeating attributes), unchangeable (e.g. Birthdate) and cannot be null, amongst others.

Derived data can be included if their derivation can be explicitly defined in terms of other information in the model. Several attribute derivation primitives exist for this purpose. Some of these are: average, minimum sum, maximum, arithmetic expression, same as, subvalue, intersection, union and set difference. Subvalue enables a subset of a multivalued (repeating) attribute to be defined. For example, Last-Two-Inspections can be specified as subvalue of Ship-Inspections, where Order-for-Ship is less than 3. Intersection, union and set
The task of obtaining an SDM specification from a non-DP person is indeed an awesome one. The policy adopted was that of gradually introducing each SDM concept to the user in turn. Thus the novice is first asked for classes, then attributes. Subclasses and grouping classes are only introduced subsequently; and attribute derivations are considered in the final stages. A menu-driven system was chosen as the safest approach, with large menus being split into several smaller ones. The top-level menu offers a choice between data entry, session termination, help, perusal and model editing. All data entry, i.e. of classes, attributes, etc, is handled in the following manner: The user can submit a description of his organisation and its objects using natural language. However, only words in capital letters are recognised by the system. This is a slight modification of the data capture method used by Palm[3], with capitals instead of special symbols. They are easier to type, and a word that starts in lower case but ends in upper case is accepted. In this way a beginner can submit the following when asked for classes: “the university has departments divided into courses given by lecturers; these are taken by students”. The experienced user would simply give “UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS COURSES LECTURERS STUDENTS CREDITS”. When users have given all classes (or all attributes, etc), they respond “QUIT”. They are then asked to supply details about the new items, so that a complete SDM model results. Since it can be dangerous to interrupt his train of thought[4], this process can be terminated prematurely by the user. It can be omitted entirely, if he wishes, by submitting say “QUIT S”, instead of “QUIT”. This causes detail specification to be preempted and subclasses (“S”) can immediately be entered instead. This mode of operation can be employed by experienced users to type-ahead, rather than be presented with the menu each time. Perusal enables a user to review the current version of his model. This is helpful if he has forgotten his earlier work, or wishes to check that he is proceeding correctly. He can edit any item description by naming the item and then replacing errors by new values. An extremely simple method of editing is used, simply giving “UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS COURSES LECTURERS STUDENTS CREDITS”. When one has given all classes (or all attributes, etc), they respond “QUIT”. They are then asked to supply details about the new items, so that a complete SDM model results. Since it can be dangerous to interrupt his train of thought[4], this process can be terminated prematurely by the user. It can be omitted entirely, if he wishes, by submitting say “QUIT S”, instead of “QUIT”. This causes detail specification to be preempted and subclasses (“S”) can immediately be entered instead. This mode of operation can be employed by experienced users to type-ahead, rather than be presented with the menu each time. Perusal enables a user to review the current version of his model. This is helpful if he has forgotten his earlier work, or wishes to check that he is proceeding correctly. He can edit any item description by naming the item and then replacing errors by new values. An extremely simple method of editing is used, involving menu-selection. This is preferable to a special editing language, which is generally confusing to a novice. Help can be requested at any stage by responding “?”. This causes the program’s most recent display to be expanded upon, giving greater detail on what is required. For this reason, all initial displays are brief, to avoid irritating the experienced user. If too many successive help requests are received, the user is referred to his User Manual. When the model is completed, an optional component of the system may be executed. This allows functional SDM concepts to be specified and can be helpful if the user is capable of working with these, or is guided by the database designer.
If TANKERS is a subclass of SHIPS, then in addition to their own attributes, TANKERS have all the attributes of ordinary SHIPS. As most SHIPS will not be TANKERS, it is inefficient to declare a SHIPS record to contain both SHIP and TANKER attributes, as the latter will be null in most instances. It is also dangerous to treat SHIP and TANKERS as completely separate entities, because then if user asks for all TANKERS too; also, all relationships in which SHIPS participate would have to be duplicated for the TANKERS record type. Thus separate record types are used, but they are connected by a set, such as SHIPS→TANKERS.

By adding flags to the superclass record, the following can be verified by means of appropriate CHECK and RESULT clauses:
1. A TANKER can only exist in the database if it is linked to 1 and only 1 SHIPS occurrence.
2. A SHIPS record cannot have more than one TANKER record linked to it.
3. A TANKER can only be linked to a SHIP if that SHIP meets the criteria set down in the TANKERS definition.

Verifying the latter, as well as attribute derivations, provided the greatest complexity in ADD. The problem lies essentially in the fact that in SDM one can specify relationships between two semantically distant attributes. This is beyond the capabilities of the DMS 1100 integrity facilities, since CHECK and RESULT clauses can only handle items in the same record or set.

In ADD, integrity constraints are incorporated wherever possible, to verify subclasses and derived attributes. Certain derivations are also examined in order to simplify the database structure. As an example, if attribute A is the union of B and C, this can mean replacing six sets by two.

In the final phase of schema generation the simplest physical structure is chosen for the database. This should be adequate for the prototype, but would have to be altered when the final schema is chosen. The only complexity that can arise occurs with multi-level paths in a SET SELECTION clause. ADD determines whether these are necessary, and chooses USING and ALIAS items along the path.

7. Conclusion
The ADD system automatically produces a schema which can be used as a prototype database. Its strength lies in its choice of a logical structure, which should require minimal, if any, alterations. The wealth of information in the SDM model is used to define records, sets and items in the best possible way. The characteristics of attributes, interclass connections and attribute derivations which enhance one's understanding of the organisation, are utilised to improve the network. As the logical structure is based solely on a description of the data, and not on functional requirements, it should not need to be re-organised when processing requirements change. Integrity constraints are included where permitted by DMS 1100. Add also relieves the human designer of much of the tedium associated with the specification of physical criteria. For example, sort keys are designated where appropriate, ALIAS items are declared and singular sets chosen as VIA sets wherever these exist.

The ADD system has shown clearly that considerable advantages exist when a data model forms the basis of design. Its implementation has high-lighted the fact that a data model should not provide features beyond the scope of conventional Database management Systems. A modified version of SDM has accordingly been designed.

The other major contribution of ADD lies in the fact that it enables a computer user to create an SDM model. Experimentation with novices showed that after some initial difficulty, a user can indeed construct a model with little, if any, assistance. Problems encountered in the beginning arise largely through misinterpretation of ADD terminology. Hence if this is discussed with the database designer before commencing, a user of average intelligence should be able to create his model relatively easily and quickly.

Thus ADD has shown that it is possible to develop a database design methodology, which is partially automated and directly involves the user in requirements specification. The entire design process cannot be automated; the analytical powers, intuition and creativity of the human mind are essential. All that can be done is to automate as much of the design process as is reasonable, to alleviate the task of human(s) involved. The ADD system is a step in this direction.
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